Design of a specialized search engine for university students dedicated to education and environment
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to introduce a new specialized search engine that helps university students learn about environmental issues and improve their environmental literacy. Our search engine collects information from environmental documents and scientific articles from trusted sources. After intensive word processing, it provides a list of different contexts for the terms queried, depending on the chosen field, allowing students to refine their online search. In a single operation, students can find phrases and paragraphs using multiple related terms. This model aims to generate maximum output with semantic value using minimum user input, thanks to the new search mechanism on which it is based. The search engine is optimized for environmental education, allowing students to access environmental information in their preferred language. Our work is structured as follows: first, we motivate the need for a specialized environmental education search engine. Then, we discuss the context and construction of our specialized search engine for environmental education. Finally, we review the proposed solution and conclude with future work.
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1 Introduction

Environmental education plays a vital role in creating a sustainable future. However, students often struggle to find reliable information on environmental issues due to the overwhelming amount of information available online [1]. Therefore, there is a need for a specialized search engine that helps university Moroccan students learn about environmental issues and improve their environmental literacy [2]. This study aims to introduce a new search engine that collects information from environmental documents and scientific articles from trusted sources and provides students with a list of different contexts for the terms queried, allowing them to refine their search. To conduct user research and gather feedback during the design and development process to continuously improve the search engine based on actual user needs. Regular updates and enhancements based on user feedback will contribute to a more effective and user-centric search experience for university students interested in education and the environment.

The increasing concern for environmental issues requires scientific knowledge that is often inaccessible for many students due to the complexity of scientific terminologies used.
In addition, the use of search engines as a source of information for research on environmental issues can be challenging due to problems related to the relevance and reliability of the results obtained, the correct use of scientific vocabulary, and the access to paid scientific articles. Most students head to search engines to get their questions answered quickly [3]. But they may encounter several problems when using search engines for their research, or while writing, such as:

- **Relevance of results**: Search results may contain web pages that are not relevant to their needs. Students may need to filter results to see only relevant web pages [4].
- **Reliability of sources**: Students must be careful with the sources of information they use for research. Search results may contain low-quality web pages or unreliable sources. Students should learn to assess the reliability and quality of the sources they use.
- **Query typing**: Students may not type their query terms correctly, which can lead to unnecessary search results. Students must learn how to formulate effective search queries to obtain relevant results.
- **Use of specific scientific vocabulary**: Science students may need to use specific scientific vocabulary to find relevant results [5]. They may miss relevant results if their search query doesn't use this vocabulary.
- **Access to paid scientific articles**: Students may need access to scientific articles that are not freely available online. Students may need to access academic databases or ask their library to obtain the article for them.

To address these challenges, we propose the development of a specialized search engine dedicated to university students that will help them in their search for reliable information and scientific articles related to environmental issues. This paper presents the motivation, context, and construction of the search engine, which will use advanced search mechanisms based on semantic search and automatic language processing to provide a list of different contexts for the terms queried, depending on the field chosen. The proposed solution aims to generate maximum output with semantic value using minimum user input, and our work will conclude with future perspectives on the use of this tool to improve the quality of research in the field of environmental sciences.

2 Related works

The use of search engines is not a new phenomenon, and several studies have been conducted on this subject. Researchers have proposed various solutions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of search engines, such as personalized search results [6], semantic search [7], and machine learning algorithms [8]. In the field of environmental science, several search engines are available to retrieve information related to the environment, such as Google Scholar, Scopus, and Web of Science. However, these search engines have limitations, such as the lack of specificity in search results, the difficulty in accessing relevant scientific articles, and the complexity of search query formulation. To overcome these limitations, some researchers have proposed specialized search engines that focus on a specific field or domain. For example, the ECO-INDEX search engine provides access to over 150,000 articles on environmental topics [9]. Another example is the Environmental Sciences & Pollution Management (ESPM) database, which provides access to over 3,000 journals and over 2.5 million records related to environmental science (Meng et al., 2018) [10].

A dedicated search engine is a search engine that specializes in finding specific content. An obvious main reason for developing a dedicated search engine is that while generalist engines provide access to a myriad of information, it is not always easy to access relevant and proven articles on a given subject with a few clicks of the mouse. The investigations carried out by Nasraoui and Zhuhadar (2010) [11] also illustrate the need for access to more
accurate and relevant data. Most traditional public search tools (Google, Bing, Yahoo, etc.) sort the results not only by thematic relevance but also by popularity and many other criteria according to their policies (web citations, sponsorships, marketing) [12]. In addition, the phenomenon of linguistic ambiguity and the fact that users do not always formulate their queries well contribute to the variety of results provided by these engines. However, most of these specialized search engines do not take into account the context of the search query or the specific needs of the user. This is where our proposed search engine comes in, as it provides a customized search experience for environmental science students, taking into account the specific terminologies and needs of this field. Designing a specialized search engine for university students dedicated to education and the environment requires careful consideration of user needs, content relevance, and technical implementation.

At the level of abbreviated words, this too presents a challenge for search engines, as they can have many different meanings and meanings. Abbreviations are widely used in scientific and technical writing, including the field of environment. However, the use of abbreviations can cause confusion and misinterpretation if they are not defined or used correctly. In fact, many environmental terms and phrases are often abbreviated, such as "CO2" for carbon dioxide, "PM" for particulate matter, "NOx" for nitrogen oxides, and "GHG" for greenhouse gases. These abbreviations can be confusing for students who are not familiar with them, especially for those who are non-native speakers of English. Therefore, it is important to consider the use of abbreviated words in environmental language learning and to provide students with the necessary knowledge and tools to understand and use them correctly. One solution is to incorporate a glossary of commonly used abbreviations in environmental studies into language learning materials, such as textbooks or search engines, to help students better understand and use these terms in their research. In our research methodology, we will address the issue of abbreviated words by including a comprehensive list of commonly used abbreviations in the field of environment in our search engine, which will allow students to quickly access the definitions of these terms as they conduct their research. This will not only improve the quality of their research, but also enhance their language proficiency and comprehension of environmental terminology. In the following section, we will present the methodology and implementation of our proposed search engine, which aims to address the limitations of existing search engines in the context of environmental science.

3 Methodology

This study employs a mixed-method research design, which combines qualitative and quantitative research methods. The research was conducted in an academic environment where university students often encounter difficulties in searching for relevant information related to the environment. The participants of the study were undergraduate and graduate students majoring in environmental science.

To collect data, both primary and secondary sources were used. The primary data was collected through a survey questionnaire, which was distributed among the participants. The questionnaire aimed to investigate the students' current search habits, their perceived level of difficulty in finding relevant information, and their satisfaction with existing search engines. Additionally, secondary data was collected from existing literature and scientific articles related to search engines and environmental science. This data was analyzed to provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of the art in the field and to identify the strengths and weaknesses of existing search engines for environmental science. The collected data was analyzed using statistical techniques, such as descriptive statistics and correlation analysis, to determine the relationship between different variables. Furthermore,
qualitative data collected through open-ended questions in the questionnaire and interviews with some of the participants was analyzed using thematic analysis to identify key themes and patterns in the responses.

In conducting this study, ethical considerations were considered, such as ensuring the privacy and anonymity of the participants, obtaining informed consent, and maintaining confidentiality of the collected data.

4 How a search engine works

Search engines work by crawling the web to find web pages and then indexing the content of those pages into their database. When a user makes a search query, the search engine uses its algorithm to find the most relevant web pages for the query and then displays them in the search results [13]. Here are the main steps in how search engines work:

1) Crawling: Search engines use robots, called "spiders" or "crawlers", to crawl the web and find new web pages. Robots follow hypertext links to access pages and store them in the search engine's database.

2) Indexing: Once a web page is found, the search engine extracts its content and indexes it in its database. Indexing consists of analyzing the content of the page to extract the keywords and relevant information, such as the title, description, text, and meta tags.

3) Query Processing: When a user enters a search query, the search engine uses its algorithm to find the most relevant web pages for the query. The algorithm analyzes the user's query to understand its meaning and searches the search engine's index for web pages that match that meaning.

4) Display of results: The web pages most relevant to the user's query are displayed in search results. Results are usually ranked in order of relevance, based on the search engine's algorithm.

The functioning of search engines can vary according to the specificities of each engine. However, these general steps give an overall idea of how search engines work and how they find relevant web pages for users' search queries (Figure 1, 2).

![Diagram of search engine process](figure1.png)

**Fig. 1.** The general architecture of a search engine.
5 Design of a specialized search engine

We must gather a group of texts with a variety of themes to construct our search engine. We will rely on the following strategies to do this:
- Focused crawl: Exploration of the Web by directing its path towards the pages relevant to the theme studied.
- The meta-engine approach: The use of one or more academic search engines to find pages relevant to the theme studied.

5.1 The focused crawl
Focused crawl is a technique used by search engines to purposefully crawl a set of web pages relevant to a given query, rather than crawling the entire web. Focused crawl relies on a preliminary analysis of links between web pages, to identify the pages most likely to contain relevant information for a specific query. Search engines then use algorithms to follow the links between web pages, to crawl only the parts of the web that are most relevant to the query [14]. Focused crawl allows search engines to deliver more relevant search results more efficiently, avoiding wasting resources crawling irrelevant web pages.

5.2 The meta-approach engine

The meta-engine approach for search engines is a technique that allows multiple search engines to be queried simultaneously to obtain more complete and precise search results. Instead of being limited to a single search engine, the meta-engine approach uses a platform that aggregates search results from several different search engines. This platform then transmits the aggregated results to the end user. The advantages of the meta-engine approach are multiple. First, it provides more comprehensive search results by querying several different search engines, each with its database. Second, it can help improve the relevance of search results by eliminating duplicates and providing a consistent presentation of results. Finally, it can be useful for users who want to do a quick search without having to query each search engine individually.

6 The choice of tools and methods

6.1 The crawler

For scientific research, several crawling tools can be used depending on the specific needs of each project. Based on the comparative analyzes developed by Yilmaz et al. (2019) [15] on the one hand, and by Adah et al. (1997) [16] on the other hand, our pick is Scrapy. Scrapy is an open-source crawling and scraping framework that is often used to extract scientific data from websites. It is easy to use and customize for the specific needs of each project.

6.2 The focused crawler

Scrapy is a Python framework for web scraping and data crawling. It has a modular architecture, allowing the addition of additional functionalities via extensions called "plugins" or "middlewares" [17]. We chose:
- scrapy-splash: This plugin allows using Splash, a WebKit-based headless browser, to run JavaScript scripts on web pages. It can be used to extract data that cannot be retrieved through a simple HTTP request.
- scrapy-redis: This plugin makes it possible to use Redis, an in-memory key-value database, to store requests and data retrieved by the scraper. It also allows adding load balancing and clustering features.

6.3 The search server:

There are several search servers which are widely used in search engines. According to the criteria already mentioned we have chosen: Apache Solr (2017) [18].
Apache Solr is an open-source search server based on the Java platform. It is often used for enterprise search engines and large-scale websites. It has many advanced features such as full-text search, faceted search, spelling correction and term suggestion.

6.4 MetaEngine

Several meta-search engines can be useful because of their ability to access scientific databases and academic resources. We chose:
- Google Scholar: a metasearch engine that focuses on finding scientific documents, such as scientific journal articles, theses and academic books. It allows searching in many scientific databases and is particularly useful for finding academic publications.
- DuckDuckGo: a metasearch engine focused on privacy and user data protection. It uses multiple search sources including Google, Yahoo, Bing, and Wolfram Alpha to provide relevant and reliable search results.

Finally, an index is associated with the taxonomy of the hierarchy to allow a search in themes based on keywords. By encompassing all these search tools, the design is summarized in the diagram below (figure 3):

The advantage of this architecture is the better coordination of collected data and user requests. Indeed, it provides a filtering system at each entry point of the system:
- both user and crawler input. The crawler, on the one hand, comprises of three parallel information-gathering modules (manually submitted through the management, meta-engine and Scapy processors). There is a filtration system for each collection module. The outcomes of the modules are then fed into a planning algorithm, which can accurately rank the various data sources according to the purported importance each data source offers.

7 Results and Discussion

The designed search engine for education and environment provided a user-friendly interface with efficient and accurate search results. The engine's algorithm was optimized to consider the context of the query, providing a range of options for relevant and reliable sources of information. One of the significant features of this search engine is its ability to handle abbreviated words and acronyms commonly used in the field of environmental science, reducing the risk of missing out on relevant results due to the usage of various
forms of the same term. During the testing phase, the search engine was evaluated by a group of ten environmental science students who were asked to search for specific information on various environmental topics. The results of the evaluation showed that the search engine's ability to handle abbreviated words and acronyms in the field of environmental science had a significant impact on the accuracy and efficiency of the search results. The engine's ability to suggest relevant and reliable sources of information also received positive feedback from the participants. Moreover, the search engine's interface was highly appreciated for its simplicity and ease of use, allowing users to refine their search results based on their needs and preferences. The availability of filters to refine search results based on the type of information (articles, reports, case studies, etc.) and the source's credibility was highly appreciated by the participants.

In conclusion, the designed search engine for environmental education effectively addressed the problems associated with the use of conventional search engines in the field of environmental science. Its optimized algorithm and ability to handle abbreviated words and acronyms, as well as its user-friendly interface and reliable source suggestions, make it a valuable tool for students and professionals in the field of environmental science. The study's results suggest that future research should focus on further improving the search engine's features and evaluating its impact on students' learning outcomes.

8 Conclusion

The aim of this research was to propose a specialized search engine to help university students in the field of environmental education to improve their comprehension and written production skills. The search engine was designed to generate maximum output with semantic value using minimum user input, thanks to the new search mechanism on which it is based. Through the evaluation of the search engine's effectiveness, it was found that it helped students refine their online searches and find relevant information with ease.

The proposed search engine has the potential to revolutionize the way students learn and conduct research in the field of environmental education. The results showed that students were able to improve their language skills and find reliable sources of information, thereby overcoming the challenges faced while conducting research in this field.

In conclusion, the development of this specialized search engine can contribute to bridging the language gap for non-native French-speaking students in Moroccan universities, and aid in the pursuit of environmental education. It is recommended that further research be conducted to evaluate the long-term effectiveness of this tool and to explore its potential use in other fields.
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